
 

 

METALGATE PROUDLY PRESENTS: DYMYTRY - NEONARCIS 

The masked commando of DYMYTRY is known for frequent performing on Czech stages. 

Also it is one of the Czech most succesful contemporary hard & heavy acts. Its energic, 

sometimes almost marching hard rock is described as „psy-core“ by the band itself. Their 

production can be distinguished from others by rememberable choruses as well as lyrics in 

Czech language which are often very sarcastic and deal with present topics of society. During 

its existence the band accomplished to get a huge respekt from Czech audience and they 

perform festival after festival. And now? After their last, two years old album called „Neser!“ 

DYMYTRY squad introduces in cooperation with MetalGate Records its second album called 

„Neonarcis“. 

The band DYMYTRY was found by Jiří Urban Jr., son of the guitarist of Czech legendary band 

ARAKAIN. Jiří Urban Jr. is also the member of the project NOID of Václav „Noid“ Bárta. The 

drummer of DYMYTRY Miloš Meier who is the well-known drumming virtuoso was a companion 

of artists such as Aneta Langerová, Michal Pavlíček of Pražský Výběr and Kamil Střihavka. 

„Neonarcis“ collection will contain the tracks in Czech language decorated by inspiring cover with 

fictional speaker preaching the crowd of sheep about beer and sausages. Everybody can realize on 

his own what is the meaning of this frontside. Meanwhile you can listen to first tracks available on 

band´s website www.dymytry.cz. They are called „Rádio“ and „Síť pro sociály“ so you can judge 

band´s qualities on your own. As always, DYMYTRY offers you heavy rock with lyrics dealing 

with plenty of social topics. Check it! 

Album „Neonarcis“ is released in digipack format, and is available on MetalGate e-shop as 

well as in selected music stores arend Czech Republic, the list of which you can find on our 

website.  
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